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Shaquille O'Neill lists his Florida mansion and drops the price by $6 mi... (50)
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Basketball legend Shaquille O?Neal has relisted his palatial Florida mansion for $21.99 million. The home failed to sell after it was previously listed for $28 million. The incredible home in Windermere on the outskirts of Orlando, Florida, comes with 12-bedrooms, a 17-car garage with showroom and an enormous 100ft long swimming pool. The stunning mansion also comes with an indoor basketball court called the Shaq center. A Superman theme runs throughout the property, with a logo in the basketball court, a symbol on the main bed, and a significant imprint on the carpet in the theatre room. On the main level, there's a guest wing consisting of five en-suite bedrooms, a great room, and a bar. The second level contains a 900-square-foot master bedroom area with a balcony. Also on the second floor are four en-suite bedrooms and a four-room, master closet with custom shelving. The house boasts a mirror-walled dance studio and a low-tech recording studio, an Egyptian-themed aquarium room with a triangular saltwater fish tank, a gentlemen?s lounge with professional wet bar and cedar-lined walk-in humidor and a family room with an eye-catching three-dimensional mural of a semi-truck.  09 Jan 2019  Pictured: Shaquille O?Neal's Florida mansion.  Photo credit: The Agency Collective / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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